Explicitly exploring the semantics of a relation is significant for high-accuracy relation extraction, which is, however, not fully studied in previous work. In this paper, we mine the topic knowledge of a relation to explicitly represent the semantics of this relation, and model relation extraction as a matching problem. That is, the matching score between a sentence and a candidate relation is predicted for an entity pair. To this end, we propose a deep matching network to precisely model the semantic similarity between a sentence-relation pair. Besides, the topic knowledge also allows us to derive the importance information of samples as well as two knowledge-guided negative sampling strategies in the training process. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the proposed framework and observe improvements in AUC of 11.5% and max F1 of 5.4% over the baselines with state-ofthe-art performance.
Introduction
Relation extraction (RE) aims to identify the target relation between two entities from a sentence, where the relation set is pre-defined. For example, the relation founder will be detected for [Microsoft, Bill Gates] given the sentence "Bill Gates co-founded Microsoft with his childhood friend Paul Allen". The popular and reliable solutions for RE are supervised and distantly supervised paradigms. The traditional supervised methods mainly contain feature-based methods [Alicante and Corazza, 2011] and kernel-based methods [Bunescu and Mooney, 2005] etc. However, the supervised paradigm usually requires expensive annotated data. To overcome this weakness, distant supervision [Mintz et al., 2009 ] is introduced to automatically build training datasets. Nevertheless, this heuristic approach introduces some noise into the training data, which motivates lots of work to solve the noise problem in distant supervision [Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017] .
Existing work under supervised and distantly supervised paradigms mainly studies how to extract informative features * Contact Author. shawyh@fudan.edu.cn from sentences for RE by hand-crafted feature engineering or implicit feature learning using deep learning. In these methods, the relation of a sentence is usually used as a label (i.e., relation label) to specify the class of the sentence in the training process, where the label is simply replaced by a meaningless ID. However, these approaches ignore the rich semantics of the relation label that can be used as additional supervision for RE. In fact, exploring the additional supervision from class labels has been concerned in other machine learning areas, e.g., exploiting the class label correlation in computer vision based on statistics [Nguyen and Nguyen, 2019] . But to the best of our knowledge, there are few references to explore the semantic information of relation labels in RE task. We argue that obtaining the explicit semantic representation of a relation will provide stronger supervision for high-performance RE.
Intuitively, just a relation label cannot provide enough semantic information, so it is necessary to introduce more external information as background knowledge for a relation. However, the background knowledge is difficult to be obtained since there is no existing knowledge base or other resources that contain a detailed description and explanation of a relation. To overcome this challenge, in this paper we mine the topic knowledge of a relation from the training data by conducting topic modeling on the sentence collection labeled with this relation. The basic assumption is that the sentence collection of a relation contains several latent topics and these topics are semantically related to the relation. By topic modeling, the top k weighted topic words are extracted to represent the semantics of the relation. In this way, the topic knowledge of a relation is embodied as a weighted bag of words (WBoW). In general, each topic word describes some aspect of the relation and the word weight qualifies its importance to the relation. Therefore, a sentence that expresses a target relation is required to match several important aspects of this relation.
We present an example in Figure 1 to illustrate how topic knowledge provides strong supervision for RE. Given a sentence on the left in Figure 1 , we hope to infer whether the sentence is expressing the relation the-CEO-of. For human beings, we conclude that the first and second sentences explicitly express the relation while the third sentence weakly expresses it. Moreover, the fourth sentence does not express the relation. By introducing the topic knowledge for the-CEO-of, we find that the first and second sentences match most of the important topic words while the final sentence hardly matches any one of these. In this way, the semantic information provided by topic knowledge strongly supports the relation inference.
In this paper, we incorporate the topic knowledge to improve RE from the following three aspects: (a) deep sentencerelation matching, (b) sample reweighting and (c) negative sampling.
Deep sentence-relation matching. We model RE as a matching problem. Given an entity pair, the input is a sentence-relation pair and the output is the corresponding matching score, where the relation is represented by its topic words. Instead of shallow word-level matching, we build a deep matching network. Specifically, we take the selfattention mechanism [Vaswani et al., 2017] to extract informative features from a sentence as its final representation. Besides, the weighted self-attention mechanism is used to learn the representation of the topic words, where the priori weight distribution in the WBoW is considered. Finally, the interaction between the sentence-relation pair is conducted to capture the global matching features, thus obtaining the final matching score.
Sample reweighting. In this work, we propose a novel reweighting scheme based on topic knowledge to highlight the high-quality samples with a large weight in the training process. The basic idea is to pre-estimate the semantic distance between the sentence and the topic knowledge of the relation in a sample using Word Mover's Distance (WMD) [Kusner et al., 2015] . This distance provides evidence for evaluating the sample weight.
Negative sampling. We also propose two knowledgeguided negative sampling strategies based on semantic distance using topic knowledge. In general, the model should pay more attention to the "difficult" negative samples that have a smaller semantic distance indicating the sentence has a certain similarity with the topic knowledge of a target relation but it does not express the relation. In this way, the topic knowledge provides strong evidence to identify the most challenging negative samples from the training set, thus fewer negative samples are needed for effective training.
Note that the proposed framework can be easily applied to many classification-based NLP tasks, e.g., long document classification and sentiment analysis, where the topic words of a class label are mined from the training data. In our experiments, we verify the validity of the topic knowledge for RE on the widely used NYT [Riedel et al., 2010] dataset. Furthermore, all the components of the framework will be analyzed separately to prove their effectiveness.
Contributions. Our contributions are three-fold. (1) The idea of exploiting relation semantics as supervision is proposed for RE. (2) We propose a deep sentence-relation matching network to model the semantic similarity for RE. (3) The topic knowledge is also used to derive the importance information of samples, thus helping sample reweighting and negative sampling.
Previous Work
The early solutions to supervised RE mainly fall into two categories: feature-based methods [Alicante and Corazza, 2011] and kernel-based methods [Bunescu and Mooney, 2005] . The former extracts different types of features (e.g., lexical, syntactic, as well as semantic ones) and feed them into a classifier. The latter aims to design reasonable kernel functions for RE. The supervised methods usually require expensive labeled data. To overcome it, distant supervision is introduced to automatically generate large amounts of training data [Mintz et al., 2009] . [Hoffmann and Zhang, 2011; Riedel et al., 2010] model RE as a multi-instance learning problem to address the noise problem in distant supervision and propose a probabilistic graphical model to select the best sentence for an entity pair. [Alfonseca et al., 2012] views a syntactic or lexical pattern p as a topic word for a target relation r and proposes a hierarchical topic model, thus predicting p(r|p) with a large score for the informative patterns.
In recent years, the deep learning-based RE has been extensively studied, which improves the performance significantly. [Zeng et al., 2014] adopts an end-to-end convolutional neural network (CNN) for sentence embeddings, and [Zeng et al., 2015] further proposes a piece-wise (three-segment) CNN with multi-instance learning to obtain sentence embeddings. [Lin et al., 2016] proposes the sentence-level attention to highlight the informative sentences, which shows promising results. In [Zheng et al., 2017] , entities and relations are jointly extracted in one model with a novel tagging scheme. Besides, take reinforcement learning to select the clean sentence for the classifiers.
Some existing work also exploits external knowledge to improve RE. [GuoDong et al., 2005] explores the semantic knowledge in WordNet as additional features for RE. [Chang et al., 2011] first clusters 7000 relations in Freebase into a set of relation topics at multiple scales and then model the relationship between relations. Finally, the relation for a new sentence is identified by mapping the sentence to the relation topic space. [Rocktäschel et al., 2015] takes the first-order logic knowledge for entity pairs to help matrix factorizationbased embeddings. APCNN+D [Ji et al., 2017] uses entity descriptions as background knowledge via an attention layer to improve entity representation and help RE. However, there is no work to explore the semantic information of a relation, a new opportunity to further improve the performance. Step 5
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Born in San Francisco, Jobs created Apple along with Steve Wozniak.
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3 Framework
Overview
In this paper, we model RE as a matching problem based on the topic knowledge. Formally, we denote the relation set as R. A training sample is denoted as (x, y) and x = s, r, t , where t is an entity pair, s is a sentence containing t and r ∈ R is a candidate relation. y ∈ {0, 1} is the ground-truth label of x. A positive sample (i.e., y = 1) indicates that the sentence s expresses the relation r between the two entities in t, otherwise it is a negative sample (i.e., y = 0). Our goal is to learn a matching function p(y|x) so that the test samples will be predicted with a correct score. The topic knowledge of relations helps us to build an accurate and robust matching function. We present the flow chart of our framework in Figure 2 . The main steps are as follows.
Step 1: Retrieving all the sentences of relation r from the training sentence set.
Step 2: Obtaining the topic knowledge for r, that is, extracting the top k weighted topic words from the labeled sentence collection of r by topic modeling.
Step 3: Building the deep matching network for a sentence-relation pair (s, r) (Sec 3.2).
Step 4: Computing the semantic distance between s and r by Word Mover's Distance (WMD) based on topic knowledge.
Step 5: Deriving the importance weight of a sample based on the semantic distance (Sec 3.3).
Step 6: Formalizing the loss function to learn the matching network, where the sample weights are incorporated (Sec 3.4). Besides, we also take the topic knowledge to efficiently select fewer negative samples (Sec 3.3). In general, the sample reweighting and knowledge-guided negative sampling help to learn a more efficient and robust matching network.
Sentence-Relation Matching Network
The proposed matching network is presented in Figure 3 , which mainly contains three parts: sentence representation, relation representation and sentence-relation interaction. The modules of sentence learning and relation learning try to extract informative features from a sentence and a relation, re-spectively. Then the sentence-relation interaction aims to compute the matched score between the extracted features. Each layer in our network is followed by layer normalization operation. In detail, our network consists of the following layers:
Sentence embedding layer. Considering a sentence s consisting of m words {w 1 , ..., w m }, we first divide the sentence into three blocks by the two entities (as shown in Figure 3 , the sentence is divided by Jobs and Apple), where the length of each block is fixed to l by zero-padding or truncating. This is motivated by the fact that each block has different importance for relation inference [Zeng et al., 2015] . Besides, this operation will also significantly reduce the memory requirements and improve the encoding efficiency [Shen et al., 2018] . For example, the complexity of self-attention operation on s is proportional to m 2 [Vaswani et al., 2017] . By dividing s into three blocks and conducting the self-attention on each block in parallel, the complexity is reduced to 3l 2 .
The embedding of a word x in the sentence s is the concatenation [x w ; x p ] ∈ R d1+d2 , where x w ∈ R d1 and x p ∈ R d2 are the word embedding and position embedding, respectively. The construction of the position matrix is the same as that in [Zeng et al., 2015] , which helps the network to keep track of how close each word is to head or tail entities [Lin et al., 2016] . We denote the embedding of the i-th block as
Relation embedding layer. This layer aims to generate the embedding of a relation r based on the topic knowledge A r = {x 1 (w 1 ), ..., x c (w c )}, where x i is the i-th topic word with weight w i . We denote the embedding matrix of the topic word set {x 1 , ..., x c } as C ∈ R d1×c . Different from a sentence, a bag of words does not contain position information. Besides, we also encode the weight distribution {w 1 , ..., w c } into a diagonal matrix W C ∈ R c×c with (W C ) ii = w i , which will guide the representation learning of r.
Multi-head self-attention layer. The self-attention mechanism was successfully applied to model the meaning of sentences in machine translation [Vaswani et al., 2017] , reading comprehension [Shen et al., 2018] , etc. Self-attention captures the long-term dependence in a word sequence by learning the interactions between any two words in this sequence. The multi-head setting allows the model to compute the attention weights in different subspaces at different positions [Vaswani et al., 2017] . The attention layer in this paper is the same as that in [Vaswani et al., 2017] with head number h = 4.
Weighted multi-head self-attention layer. The standard self-attention assumes each token in a sequence is equally important as inputs. However, in our setting each topic word has a different importance weight for the relation learning, so the attention weight of the word i to j should not only consider the similarity between them but also incorporate the priori weight of j. In this way, the final representation of r will pay more attention to the important topic words while still capturing the word dependency. We retain the multi-head setting and modify the self-attention as follows.
where (QK T W C ) ij = (q i k T j )w j is the weighted attention value of q i (the i-th row vector in Q) to k j (the j-th row vector in K), which integrates both the automatically learned attention weight q T i k j and the priori weight w j . Max pooling layer. In RE task, most of the sentences have long and complex structures, but only a small span is helpful for relation inference . Max pooling is used to refine the hidden representation and extract the most important features. Given an input X ∈ R d×n , max pooling selects the largest k(k < n) values in each row and the output is Y ∈ R d×k .
Relation-aware attention layer. We hope to extract the relation-aware features from the hidden representation of a sentence s. Given the hidden representation of a block X ∈ R d×k , we take r as a query and conduct the multi-head attention by setting Q = W l CW r ∈ R d×k and K, V = X, where Q is the transformation of the topic word matrix C and W l ∈ R d×d1 , W r ∈ R c×k are parameters. We denote the output of this layer as Y ∈ R d×k .
Concatenation layer. This layer merges the multiple inputs by Y = [X 1 , ..., X n ] with X i ∈ R d×k and Y ∈ R d×nk .
Interaction and matching layer. This layer conducts the interaction between a sentence-relation pair s, r given an entity pair t. We denote the representations of s and r as O s ∈ R d×b and O r ∈ R d1×b1 , respectively. The interaction result is presented as a matching score, i.e., sim(s, r|t) = w T tanh(sum(W1Os) + sum(W2Or) + b1) (2) p(y = 1| s, r, t ) = 1 1 + e −sim (s,r|t) (
where sum(·) sums the elements of a matrix into a single column vector, e.g., sum( 1 2
Sample Reweighting and Negative Sampling
To learn a high-accuracy matching network p(y|x), it is necessary to obtain a dataset with high quality, which is, however, cannot be always satisfied in RE task (especially under the setting of distant supervision). To overcome this problem, we evaluate the quality of samples in advance and then reweigh samples proportional to the sample quality in the training process. Moreover, the sample quality also guides the effective negative sampling, a tough problem in most learning-based tasks.
Semantic Distance
Based on the topic knowledge, the evaluation of sample quality can be easily achieved by semantic distance. We present a sentence s as a weighted bag of words (WBoW) B s , where the weight d i is the normalized occurrence of word i. To be precise, if word i appears c i times in the sentence, we denote d i = ci m j=1 cj . Given a sentence-relation pair (s, r), the semantic distance between s and r is computed based on B s and A r (the topic knowledge of r) using Word Mover's Distance [Kusner et al., 2015] and we denote it as dis(s, r) ≥ 0.
Sample Reweighting dis(s, r) denotes the semantic relevance between s and r. In general, a positive sample with a small dis(s, r) indicates that s explicitly expresses r and should be given more attention in the training process. Besides, a negative sample with a small dis(s, r) indicates that the sentence s is semantically related to r but it does not express r. These negative samples should also be paid more attention because the similar ones in the test set are easy to deceive the matching network and be wrongly predicted as positive. In contrast, the negative samples with a large dis(s, r) can be easily predicted with a correct score. Therefore, we allocate a weight that is proportional to −dis(s, r) for both the positive and negative samples. Specifically, given a training sample of (s, r), we compute the sample weight as w = e −dis (s,r) .
Negative Sampling
In RE task, there are too many negative samples to be considered during the training process, and the direct solution is the random sampling [Riedel et al., 2010] . However, this solution is blind and tends to ignore many informative and valuable samples. Instead, we provide two priori knowledgeguided negative sampling strategies.
We have stated that the negative samples with a small dis(s, r) should be paid more attention because they are difficult to be predicted, in other words, these samples are more informative and valuable as training data. The first sampling strategy is to rank all the negative samples according to dis(s, r) and then select the top k ones with the smallest dis(s, r) as the sampling result. The second strategy is to sample k ones from all the negative samples with the probability proportional to the sample weight w.
Loss Function
We denote the training samples as D = {(x i , y i ), i = 1, 2, ...|D|}, where x i = s i , r i , t i and y i ∈ {1, 0} is the ground-truth label of x i . The loss function is:
where the weighted cross entropy is used and L B [p] is the binary entropy for p.ŵ i is the normalized weights, that is,ŵ i = |Dp|wi x l ∈Dp w l for the positive samples andŵ i = |Dn|wi x l ∈Dn w l for the negative ones, where D p and D n denote the positive and negative training sample set, respectively.
Experiments
We evaluate the proposed framework from four aspects: overall performance (Sec 4.1), performance of semantic distance (Sec 4.2), sample reweighting and negative sampling (Sec 4.3). NYT [Riedel et al., 2010] is a distantly supervised RE dataset and is generated by aligning Freebase relations with the New York Times corpus. There are 522,611 labeled sentences, 281,270 entity pairs, and 18,252 relational facts (i.e., head entity, relation, tail entity ) in the training set; and 172,448 sentences, 96,678 entity pairs and 1,950 relational facts in the test set. The dataset contains 53 unique relations from Freebase including a special relation "NA" that denotes no relation between the two entities in a sentence.
Dataset Description
Different from the multi-class classification based methods (where "NA" is one of the classes), the samples for training our model should not contain "NA". Because it is not a specific semantic relation and has no topic knowledge. Therefore, we have to reconstruct the training samples based on the original data. Specifically, a positive sample is a sentencerelation pair where the sentence is labeled with this relation (except for "NA") in the training set of NYT. To derive the negative sample set, we label each sentence of "NA" with all the 53 unique relations respectively and each sentence will generate 53 negative samples. In this way, we obtain 109,187 positive and 22,070,427 negative samples. The negative sampling strategies will be used to select a subset from this negative set. Note that the evaluation metrics are the same for all models in comparison (see Sec 4.1).
Training and Testing Details
In all experiments, we use the word and position embeddings trained by [Lin et al., 2016] with word dimension d 1 = 50 and position dimension d 2 = 5. During training, the dropout between layers is used with a dropout rate of 0.1. The loss function is minimized by mini-batch gradient descent, where the batch size is 50, and the learning rate is 0.005.
During testing, we use the learned p(y|x) to predict the matching scores for all relations given the sentence s of an entity pair t. In this way, we extract the relations {r } with p(y = 1| s, r , t ) > δ (a predefined threshold) for t. Furthermore, when there is more than one sentence containing the same entity pair t, the relation r will be extracted if there is at least one sentence s that makes p(y = 1| s , r , t ) > δ.
Overall Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the overall performance of the proposed framework and compare it with the existing work.
Parameter Settings. We conduct LDA based topic modeling on the sentence collection of a relation. More specifically, the topic distribution θ and the word distribution β are subjected to Dirichlet distribution. The top-c topic words among all the topics were selected by computing p(t)p(w|t), where p(t) is the topic distribution and p(w|t) is the word distribution given topic t. Note that the setting with a large number of topics will generate some unrelated topics. In general, our experiments find that almost all the generated topics are semantically related to the target relation when topic number is 5 with other default parameters.
The ratio of positive and negative samples is set to 1:4 and we take the second negative sampling strategy to obtain 636,748 ones from the negative sample set. We set k = 4 in the max pooling layer for the sentence learning and k = 20 (10) in the first (second) pooling layer for the relation learning. The other untrainable parameters in our framework are tuned by grid search using three-fold validation on the training set, where the topic word size c ∈ {20, 30, 50, 70}, the block length l ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, d ∈ {60, 65, 70, 75, 80} . The optimal settings are c = 50, l = 7 and d = 70.
Baselines. We consider 8 strong baselines for comparison.
(1) The PCNN model proposed by [Zeng et al., 2015] is a variation of CNN and it adopts piecewise max pooling in sentence learning. (2) Logic-MF by [Rocktäschel et al., 2015] injects the logical knowledge into the matrix factorization-based embeddings for entity pairs and relations.
(3) PCNN+ATT is a sentence-level attention-based model proposed by [Lin et al., 2016] , which uses PCNN in [Zeng et al., 2015] to learn the sentence representations. (4) MIML- CNN [Jiang et al., 2016] is also a CNN-based multiinstance multi-label framework, where the cross-sentence max-pooling is used to extract the max features over a bag. (5) APCNN+D is an attention-based model proposed by [Ji et al., 2017] , where the entity descriptions are introduced to enhance the inputs. (6) and (7): The idea of adversarial training is introduced into RE task by [Wu et al., 2017] , which includes two models: PCNN+Adv and RNN+Adv. (8) CNN+ATT+RL first selects the true positive instances by reinforcement learning and then train the PCNN+ATT model using the selected clean samples. Besides, we abbreviate our Topic Knowledge-based Matching Framework as TK-MF.
Evaluation Metrics. Both the held-out evaluation [Zeng et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017] and manual evaluation [Mintz et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2017] are conducted. The former compares the predicted relations of the entity pairs in the test set with the ground-truth ones, where the precision, recall, AUC and F1score are used as the metrics. However, the ground-truth relations of an entity pair may be lost or wrong in the test set, so the held-out evaluation may cause unfair comparison. The latter aims to manually evaluate model performance by five volunteers, where the accuracy for the top k predicted facts is computed. More details of manual evaluation can be found in [Zeng et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2017] .
Results and Analysis. The held-out and manual evaluation results are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. We conclude that our framework (i.e., TK-MF) with c = 50 improves the AUC of 11.5% compared with APCNN+D and max F1 of 5.4% compared with PCNN+ATT. The results indicate that the introduction of topic knowledge significantly improves the performance of RE compared with the methods that implicitly learn the knowledge of a relation. Besides, we also present the results with different sizes of topic words in the tables, which shows a proper size is required for high performance. This is because the topic knowledge with a small size (e.g., c = 20) is unable to capture all the topic words of a relation while a large size (e.g., c = 70) will introduce many unrelated words.
Evaluation of Semantic Distance
The performance of semantic distance is very important in sample reweighting and negative sampling. We evaluate the topic knowledge-based distance as follows. Given the sentence s from a positive sample in NYT, we consider all the relations R and compute the distance between s and r ∈ R.
Then we rank the distances in ascending order and check whether the true relation r is in the top k relation set. We evaluate the performance by recall = Ii N , where N = 10000 is the number of objects to be evaluated and I i ∈ {0, 1} indicating whether the true relation is in the top k relation set for the i-th object. Besides, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) is also computed by M RR = 1 N N i=1 1 ranki , where rank i is the ranking of the true relation in the i-th sample based on the distance in ascending order.
The results are presented in Table 3 . We conclude that the true relation is ranked in front of most of the false ones for a given sentence in general. For example, the MRR is 0.373 for c = 50, which means the average ranking of a positive relation is about 2.68 (i.e., 1/0.373) among 53 relations.
Evaluation of Sample Reweighting and Negative Sampling
We evaluate the performance improvements introduced by sample reweighting and knowledge-guided negative sampling on the NYT dataset. We present the results in Table 4 , where the untrainable parameters are the same as those in section 4.1. We conclude that the results with sample reweighting is better than the ones without reweighting under the same settings. Besides, both the two proposed sampling strategies outperform random sampling in performance. Moreover, the Table 4 : The held-out results on the NYT dataset. "First" and "Second" denote the two different sampling strategies, respectively. |Dp| and |Dn| are the sizes of positive and negative samples, respectively.
second strategy outperforms the first one in general, which is caused by the fact that the second strategy is the trade-off between the first strategy and the randomly sampling. That is, the second strategy not only considers the sample importance but also retains the sampling diversity. Finally, we note that the results by two strategies with |D p |:|D n | = 1:1 are also better than those by random sampling with |D p |:|D n | = 1:4 or 1:2, which indicates that our strategies can effectively select fewer and informative samples compared with random sampling.
Conclusion
In this paper, we explore the semantics of a relation with topic knowledge, which provides strong supervision for relation extraction. A novel deep matching network is further proposed to detect the relations of entity pairs based on topic knowledge. Meanwhile, we incorporate the sample reweighting into training and introduce two knowledge-guided negative sampling strategies. Our framework is suitable for many classification-based NLP tasks, which is also the major research direction in our future work.
